
Hoist by Their Own Petard 
 
(A petard is an explosive device used to breach fortifications.  To be 
"hoist by one's own petard" is to be blown sky high by one's own 
device.  It's often used as a metaphor for those who become victims of 
their own contrivance.) 
 
Recently, I've heard kids under the age of 30 bemoan the disappearing 
opportunities available to them as they approach adulthood.  Many are 
already beset by student loan debt, and face what they seem to consider 
a shortage of suitable jobs.  (Ahem!)  They also bemoan the staggering 
costs of rent, home-ownership, vehicle ownership, energy, food, and 
private school tuition to avoid our disastrous public schools.  
 
Indeed, they are correct that there's a fairly grim future facing them, 
and it's unlikely they'll achieve the same standard of living as their 
parents.  However, I have very little sympathy, because they have been 
hoist by their own petard after foolishly selling their souls to the most 
shameless liars in the universe, "Democrat" politicians.  The latter have 
merely done what they've always done by promising the world and 
delivering disasters, instead.  Elections really DO have consequences.  
 
 

 
Hoist by One's Own Petard 



Remember Biden's promise to forgive student loan debt on the 
campaign trail in March of 2020?  Even a moron like Biden had to know 
that NO president has the Constitutional authority to forgive the debts 
of their supporters or anyone else.  He knew that campaign promise was 
a lie, but he realized that a majority of those under 30 would swallow it 
like a trout to a fly.  He got their vote, and they got the shaft.  
 
The 20 percent increase in the cost of food is attributable to one factor, 
only:  Bidenomics and the inflation that came with it.  That guy and his 
party have been spending like n*ggers with a stolen credit card.  When 
inflation reached 10 percent, they even had the chutzpah to enact a $1.2 
Trillion Inflation Reduction Act, supposedly to combat their own 
inflation.  That's like using gasoline to put out an oil fire, and it proved 
they have no understanding of inflation's causes. 
 
A lot of Marxist ignoramuses like AOC (D-Puerto Rico) have advocated a 
guaranteed income for everyone, and a generation of young fools 
enthusiastically bought into it and voted for them.  That program is never 
going to happen, because the country is already $32 TRILLION in debt, 
an amount 40 percent greater than our highest GDP figure for any one 
year.  So-called "Democrats" would love to garner the votes of those 
receiving a guaranteed income, but they are already getting them.  
Screwed, again!   
 
Your "climate hysteria" has also dramatically dimmed your futures.  
Since "The Big Guy" was fraudulently elected in 2020, the U.S. has 
thrown trillions of dollars at "green energy" boondoggles. Much like 
Solyndra and a dozen others during the Obama regime, most will go 
bankrupt when their federal subsidies end.  That will be soon after they 
plunder their cash reserves and make generous campaign contributions 
to those who gave them "free" money.  Those trillions-of-dollars in 
squandered capital won't be available to future capital streams to 
finance real, profit-making enterprises. 



 
 
 
Escalating energy costs have made it very expensive to heat and cool 
your home, drive to work, or visit relatives by car.  His first day on the 
job, that guy they helped elect president cancelled the Keystone XL 
Pipeline and prohibited leasing public lands for oil and gas exploration.  
The Trump Administration achieved U.S. energy independence from 
OPEC for the first time in 50 years, but Biden immediately ended it with 
his insane war on oil and gas.  That's one reason why the economy is 
growing at about one percent per year.   
 
Legalizing marijuana is another mostly "Democrat" initiative, intended 
to gain the votes of addle-brained Stepford Children.  In certain states, 
they may now smoke this hallucinogen without fear of arrest or 
incarceration.  They can deny the inevitable all they want, but their  
moments of clarity will diminish -- along with their prospects -- until they 
quit the habit and allow their brain to cleanse itself of THC.   
 
"Democrat" politicians who legalized marijuana to win the under-30 vote 
didn't do them any favors.  "The New World Order" needs an ignorant, 
dumbed-down and parasitic electorate, and that's exactly what legalized 
marijuana will guarantee them.  
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